Hanzo + Relativity
Integration Overview

eDiscovery is Adapting to Contextual, Dynamic Content
Collecting and reviewing dynamic web and social media content in its native, original format is
the “gold standard” and the foundation of Hanzo’s powerful eDiscovery solution. With
seamless integration into Relativity, the industry-leading comprehensive eDiscovery platform,
you can enjoy faster review and processing times and enhanced productivity.

With the Hanzo + Relativity integration, you can:
● Work faster: Pull Hanzo native format captures directly into Relativity at the click of a
button so you’re focusing on essential activity instead of technical headaches.
● Work smarter: Review Hanzo archived content, metadata, PDFs, extracted text, and
native format links without disrupting your workflow. No more imports and exports.
●

BETA 

Review in context: The internet is no longer static, so why is your evidence? Filled

with links, dropdowns, calculators, forms, video, social interactions and various types of
dynamic content, electronic discovery is now interactive. With Hanzo’s native viewer for
Relativity, you can navigate and review your collections in context as though you were
engaging with them live.
● Capture confidence: Use Relativity to build your case while banking on the assurance
that Hanzo’s best-in-class team are supporting you for the win.

Hanzo Archives is a Relativity technology partner.

About Hanzo:
Hanzo is the world leader and Fortune 100 and Am Law 500s most relied-upon solution for
collecting dynamic content with confidence. We empower eDiscovery, Compliance, Risk and
Investigations professionals with the technology to proactively collect, preserve, and present
dynamic content in a meaningful way.

“We’re excited to work with Hanzo to put this
integration in place and to see its impact for users
who need fast, simple native format content
collection.”
-Perry Marchant, VP of Engineering

Show Me How
Are you interested in experiencing the magic for yourself? Click the button below to schedule
a personal demo where you will learn just how easy it is to integrate dynamic, contextual
eDiscovery into your Relativity workflow.

SEE IT IN ACTION ➧

Hanzo Archives is a Relativity technology partner.

